
 

 
 

 
9 April 2022 
 
NSW Independent Flood Inquiry 
GPO Box 5341 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 
E: inquiry@floodinquiry.nsw.gov.au 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
Re: Unnatural weather events, geoengineering and weather modification in Northern 
Rivers NSW 
 
I would like to ask why the Corporate Australian Government/UN are purposefully flooding 
our region (not once but twice in the past 4 weeks)? 
 
We can hear the larger planes flying overhead in the middle of the night, we see the smaller 
charter planes doing their repetitive circular patterns during the day, we see the chemtrails 
and unnatural cloud patterns, we see the EMF blasts on BOM from Moree, Grafton and 
somewhere north in QLD and ǁĞ ǁĂƚĐŚ ƚŚĞ ǀŝĚĞŽ͛Ɛ ƐŚŽǁŝŶŐ ƵƐ ŚŽǁ ƚŚĞǇ ĂƌĞ ŚŽůĚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞƐĞ
flood weather patterns over us. Not to mention an observed rain pattern for both flood 
events (being a light fall and a heavier fall, alternating in an evenly timed fashion, usually 
with no wind or natural storm behaviours) and timed perfectly to King tides. 
 
When the Australian Armed Forces did eventually show up their first task was to promote 
themselves. Around the corner from where I live I watched them do a video of themselves 
unloading a trailer onto the kerb, meanwhile our community rallied together saving people 
in the hinterlands and helping to strip out homes as the whole town had been flooded. An 
absolute disgrace. 
 
It would appear that the Corporate Australian Government/UN as the perpetrators are not 
even trying to hide their criminal acts, holding the men and women of Australia in 
contempt. 
 
Would these criminal acts have anything to do with Agenda 21/30 ʹ a blatant land grab, 
moving people off their land and into smart cities? Is it a coincidence that Byron Shire 
Council and Lismore Council have signed up to ICLEI? 
 
I believe that a Royal Commission into the Corporate Australian Government/UN, 
Geoengineering and Weather Modification in NSW and Australia be a priority. 
 
Kind Regards 




